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About myself

Intern and student trainee at the 
ARCHIBUS Solution Centers Germany in 
Saarbrücken
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Giving students the proper tools



Digitization is becoming the norm in RE professions

→ This makes e.g. basic knowledge about the usage of common
CAD-tools indispensable (esp. with regard to FM)

Lots of employers react to this by actively searching for students with CAD 
and CAFM knowledge
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Giving students the proper tools



Which can look from a students perspective alot like this
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Giving students the proper tools



So the goal should be:

 look into industry needs

 react to changes (or even anticipate changes)

 integrate todays challenges into the curriculum

Ask yourself: What do my students need to show their best performance?
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Giving students the proper tools



Aproach assignments and subjects

in a holistical way



Lots of customers do not really know what they want/need when it comes to
data about their building

 Why do I need digitization?

 What attributes and parameters do I need?

 What might be needed in a few years?

 Who is going to maintain all that data?
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Holistical approach to subjects



Students mostly have a good amount of knowledge about the taught
subjects

But they often lack a holistical unterstanding of the steps that are needed to
bridge the gap between theory and praxis

E.g. students should have a broad overview over:

 How building data are generated?

 Who might need this data and why?

 In how far does digitization improve processes?
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Holistical approach to subjects



So it basically comes down to:
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Holistical approach to subjects

How do I get from this to this and what can be done with it?



Weighing subjects adequately
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It is very important to adequately weigh subjects within the curriculum

 Limited amount of assignable credit points
→ ergo limited amount of time spent teaching that subject

 Reconsider if a subject is necessary and/or if another subject could use
some more credit points

 If there is no room for a subject, maybe it can be integrated into others?
→ E.g. digitization can be integrated very well into many other subjects
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Weighing subjects adequately



Encourage students to go the extra mile and take time for internships or
jobs as student trainee

This will enable them to:

 learn how to weigh the importance of subjects according to their
individual preferences/goals

 learn what it means to approach subjects holistically

 gain understanding of new tools within a certain niche
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Weigh your subjects correctly



Help students find the right niche within the market and perform better by:

 Giving them the proper tools

 Let them approach assignments holisticaly

 Adequately weighing subjects according to individual preferences/goals
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My goals
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“Education is the passport to the future, 
for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for it today.” 

-Malcolm X
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